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" A CONJECTURED PLANAR PA'I'l'ERN FOR THE LEADING STATES OF BARYONIUM 

G. F. Chew 

Department of Physics and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 

September. 9, 1976 

ABSTRACT 

Two natural~parity trajectories, with isospin degeneracy 

as we~ as exchange degeneracy, are shown able to account 

for most of the available evidence concerning states that 

communicate preferentially with baryon-antibaryon channels. 

It is suggested tba t th' 5' (1255) ms.y be the ground 

state of this spectrum. 

Duality arguments bave.since 1968 anticipated a family of 

mesons that couple predaninantly to baryon-antibaryon channels (1]. 

A variety of experimental results bas lent support to the existence of 

** 
such mesons, which we here c:l:lar&cterize as states of ''ba.ryonium, " but 

the overall phencmenologioa.l picture bas remained fragmentary. We here 

propose two leading baryonium trajectories of a "planar" character, 

which seem capible of encomp:~ssing a large proportion of the present 

experimental information. Many predictions are implied by thls pro:poss.l. 

" 

"" 

This research was supported in J:Brt by CERN and in part by the U.S. 

Energy Research and DeveloPment Administration. 

The term "exotic" is commonly used, but this adjective covers a 

broader class of states than that of concern to this paper. 
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Rosenzweig has pointed out the possible relevance to baryonium 

stability of the topological mechanism for the OZI rule (2]. He argual 

that circumstances similar to those inhibiting ¢ decay into channels 

without straDge pirticles may inhibit baryonium decay into channels 

without baryons. The topological mechanism may be described as a 

suppression of. '~wisted links" in unitarity products, a suppression 

that becomes more effective with increasing energy flow through the 

twisted link ()]. Violation of the.OZI rule requires twisted links. 

For ordinary mesons the dominance of planar (untwisted) links can be 

show to lead not only to the OZI rule but also to isospin and excbaD!J! 

degeneracy [4], and the fact that leading states on the natural-parity 

meson trajectories * ** I ,/.. (w, p, f, ~~ K , K , f , p) exhibit all three 

of these regularities to good accuracy is often summarized by. de

* scribing these states as approximately "planar." The present note 

explores the possibility that the leading states of baryonium may also 

have a tendency to be "planar" in that they exhibit approximate 

isospin aDd exchange degeneracy as well as preference for BB channels. 

The author is painfully aware that no consistent meanitlg for 

planarity bas yet been achieved for the baryonic sector of the S ma~ 

and that the discussion of baryonium states in topological language 

therefore does not possess the firm theoretical basis underlying the 

topological expansion for ordinary mesons (4]. It is nevertheless 

* Although the lowest-lying unnatural-parity mesons are not so 

planar (e.g., ~-~ degeneracy is badly broken), it bas been 

conjectured in ref. ()] that planarity improves with increasing 

mass for both unnatural and natural J:Brity. 
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tempting to suppose that sane of the physical content of planarity may 

be relevant to the baryonium family and that the effort to interpret 

the experimental picture in topological language may lead to· a 

broadening of the meaning of planarity. 

Because the internal quantum numbers of the highest meson 

trajectories (f, ~~ w, p) can be described entirely in terms of 

isospin, we assume that the leading baryonium trajectories do not 

require strangeness, charm, etc. for their characterization. The 

I = o, 1 isospin degeneracy of.the leading ordinary-meson states 

arises in the planar approximation from the fact that each planar 

. + 1 
bOUlldary here may earry, in effect, Iz = - 2 . To the extent that 

the two opposite boundaries maintain a separate identity· (an essential 

facet of planarity), isospin symmetry leads to 2 x 2 = 4 equivalent 

states--three I = 1 states and one I = 0 state. A defining 

characteristic of a planar baryonium state is that each of the two 

associated (opposite) boundaries carries, in effect, unit baryon 

* number, but what about isospin? Since the canbination of a boundary 

of this type (B boundary) with a zero-baryon-number boundary (M 

3 1 . 
boundary) must describe the I = 2 6 as well as the I = 2 nucleon, 

the B boundary must in effect carry I = 1, O, -1. Isospin symmetry 
z 

then means tmt planar baryonium states occur in degenerate groups of 

3 x 3 = 9 --five I = 2 states, three I = 1 states and one I = 0 

state. The pred.iction of I = 2 for sane baryonium states has been 

well advertised [1,51, but systematic I= o, 1, 2 degeneracy is not 

always stressed. 

* In the diquark-antidiquark model of baryonium [2], baryon number is 

treated in a formally different manner, but the effect is the same. 
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Exchange degeneracy for baryonium bas the same meaning as for 

ordinary mesons and requires no canment. What about parity and the 

dividing line between sense and nonsense values of angular manentum1 

We make a guess here based on analogy with the ordinary meson spectrtm. 
. 1 

The rule for ordinary mesons corresponds to an association of spin 2 

with each. M boundary (as in a quark-antiquark canposite). With this 

rule the leading natural-parity trajectory ("total spin" S = 1, 

J = t + S) · has its first physical state at J = 1, while the leading 

unnatural-parity trajectory ("total spin" S = 0, J = t) bas its 

first physical state at J = 0. A B boundary, in contrast, is 

plausibly associated with spin 1 (in order to produce the 6 with 

J = ~ ), so we might expect three leading J = t + S baryonium 

trajectories corresponding to "total spin" S = o, 1, 2, the first 

physical state on each trajectory occurring at J = S. The leading 

trajectories belonging to s = 0 and S = 2 are of natural parity 

while that belonging to S = 1 is of unnatural parity. One may 

further guess, following the pattern observed for ordinary mesons, 

that the three grouDd-state. masses occur in the order J = O, 1, 2 

while the ordering of trajectory intercepts is the reverse. But this 

latter question we may leave to experiment. 

. The presently available experimental information turns out to 

be describable in terms of two natural-parity trajectories. Beginning 

in the obvious area. of nucleon-antinucleon reactions, let us consider 

the so-called S, T, U 'ibumps" in the mass region between 1. 9 and 2. 5 

Gevj/, as recently reviewed by Eisenbandler [6]. These bumps 

canmunicate preferent~ally with NN channels and their isospin 

structure suggests rough but systematic I = 0, 1 degeneracy. (I = 2 
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states cannot be reached :from NN cbannel.s.) The quantum numbers of 

three "normal-width" (100-200 MeV) natural.-pu"ity states have been 

determined :from the anal.ysis of PP -+ :n:n : 

JI :OC = 3
1
-- (2 .14 GeV}, 

while at least one sharp state (--- 10 MeV width) of unknown quantum 

numbers is established at 1936 MeV :from pp total and elastic cross 

section measurements. Assumizlg isospin and exchange degeneracy we may 

tentativel.y place the ,-- and 4++ states on a trajectory of 

roughly unit slope (see Fig. 1), but the 5-- must lie on a higher 

trajectory. The spacirig between these two trajectories is 

approxin:ately one unit in J -:-about what might be ,expected if one 

trajectory bel.ongs to S = 0 and the other to S = 2, since for 

ordinary meson trajectories the spacing between S = 0 and S = 1 is 

* a half unit of J Let us next consider evidence :frem the mass 

region below the Ni threshold. 

Discovery of the 5'(1255), a o++ state of width - 8o MeV, 

has recently been announced by Cason, et al. [7], and confirmed by 

Rt.wlicki, et al. [8]. There are con:fl.1ct1ng indications as to whether 

the isospin is zero or one. Since this state is of relatively narrow 

width even though its quantum numbers allow communication with wide 

open t = 0 channels (KK and either :n:n or :n~), a selection rule 

is needed to impede overwhelmingly-rapid decay into these channels· 

* Quite apu"t :f'rom S-considerations, dual models tend to give unit 

spacing of trajectories. 
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We suggest that the 5' (1255) may be the ground state of baryonium,. 

less planar than some of the higher-mass baryonium states but nev-

ertheless sharing the qualitative attributes of this family. In Fig. 1 

the ~' (1255) is seen to lie on a linear prolongation of the Regge 

trajectory containing the 3-- (2 .14) and the 4 ++ (2. 4), so we 

associate this trajectory with S = 0. We shall comment later on the 

J = 1 and J = 2 states expected on the S = 0 trajectory, but let 

us turn momentarily to the higher-lying trajectory associated with 

s = 2. 

Although the t = 0 interc.ept of the S = 0 trajectory is too 

low (.., -1.5) to produce prominent high-energy effects, the S = 2 

trajectory, being about one unit higher, may manifest itself in high

energy phenomenology. _ Hoyer, Roberts and Roy [9], by considering the 

Regge exchange dual to resonances in the missing mass channel of the 

inclusive reaction :n -p -+ pX , deduced that the highest planar 

baryonium intercept occurs at ~max(O) = -0.5 t 0.). Iash and 

Navelet [10] have found independent evidence for an even-signature 

I = 0 baryonium intercept near -0.4, using high-energy polarization 

* data. Figure 1 shows that an S = 2 trajectory, parallel to the 

S = 0 trajectory and passing through the 5-- (2 .)6 GeV) state has 

an intercept in accord with ref. [9]. The first physical states on 

such an · s = 2 trajectory would be 2++ mesons of masses near 1.6 GeV 

The,Dash-Navelet intercept should include nonplanar erfects, which 

may be substantial near t = 0 and raise the leading I = 0 

baryonium intercept above its I = 1 counterpart. Iarge nonplanar 

effects near t = 0 will furthermore produce significant coupling 

to ordinary mesons. A recent paper by Chan and Tsou £11] disc.usses 

these points. 
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and widths perhaps no more than a few MeV. 

At about the same mass (~ 1.6 GeV) one expects vector (1--) 

mesons on the S = 0 trajectory. These should be somewhat broader 

than the 2 ++ mesons, according to the standard centrifugal barrier 

argument, aDd should be produced in e + e- collisions. Rosenzweig, 

however, bas. argued on the basis of a diquark-antidiquark picture that 

the coupling of 1-.- baryonium states to the photon is much smaller 

than that of ordinary vector mesons [2l. 

Because of the approximately unit siScing between the S 0 

and S = 2 trajectories, states on the two trajectories tend to 

coincide in·mass, giving a possible explanation of the resonance 

groupings above the NN threshold that have been called s, T and u. 

In our picture each grouping contains four states that communicate 

with NN : I = O, · 1 and two different (adjacent) J values. It is 

puzzling that the 4++ state on the S = 2 trajectory (T grouping} 

was not found in the analysis that identified the three other states 

[6 J. There may be a difficulty here for our proposal. In the s 

grouping just above the NN threshold, ire IJ!irrow state observed at 

1936 MeV is plausibly identified in our scheme as the 3-- on the 

S = 2 trajectm-y, coamunication with this state requiring two units 

of orbital angular momentum from the NN channel ( 3n
3 

) ; * At such 

Dover and Kahana [12 ], on the basis of a potential model, proposed 

re -+ this state to be of unnatural ISrity, J = 2 , communicating 

with the ~2 NN channel. Kelly and Phillips [13], using more 

general arguments, found a range of possible J, t assignments 

which includes J = 3, t = 2. 
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a low kinetic energy the t = 2 centrifugal barrier for the NN 

channel can explain the narrow width if communication with lower-

threshold (8.IIIllhilation} channels is sufficiently inhibited [12, 13]. 

If the 2++ state on the S = 0 trajectory bas closely the same mass, 

it should be broader since it communicates with t = 1 in the NN 

channel (3P2 ). But perhaps this state should be identified with a 

less well-established sharp peak at 1896 MeV [141. At such an 

extremely small kinetic energy even a P state will be narrow. 

Why have states not so tar been seen on our conjectured 

leading unnatural-ISrity (S = 1) baryonium trajectory'/ One naively 

expects this trajectory to lie midway between the two leading natural

ISrity trajectories, showing as lowest-energy manifestation a 1+

meson of mass about 1.5 GeV and producing NN resonances in between 

* the s, T, U bumps. :Fart of the answer, perhaps, is that here the 

coamunicating NN channels are all spin singlets with correspondingly 

low statistical weight. 

The most striking aspect of our planar baryonium spectrum lacks 

any experimental support: the prediction that these leading states 

should occur not only with I = 0 and I = 1 but also with I = 2. 

The scheme of Fig. 1 predicts, in ISrticular, an I= 2 meson 

with mass in the general neighborhood of 1250 MeV. It systematic 

I = o, l degeneracy for the leading baryonium states receives 

* Also to be expected are lower-lying trajectories corresponding to 

J = t + S - l, J = t + S - 2 • • • J = t - S. Lower J values have 

lower statistical weight and are correspondingly harder to dis

entangle. Low-J resonances also tend to be broader. 
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convincing experimental support, the search for I ; 2 states will 

deserve even more ei'f'ort than already accorded. 

Most previous discussi.cms of the baryonium spectrum have been 

bas~ on the potential model, envisaging a state of baryonium as a 

baryon~tibaryon composite in the sense of classical nuclear physics 

[15]. This approach should be legitiuate if enough BB channels are 

included in a coupled-channel Schrooinger equation. EM:change 

degeneracy is an automatic feature of a potential model based on meson 

exchange, and it has been pointed out by Dover and Kahana that, to the 

extent the most .important BB forces arise from exchange of I ; 0 

mesons, one expects isospin degeneracy of the bound states [12). 

Although calculations based on the NN channel alone produce curved 

Regge trajectories, and the potentials normally employed do not 

. . * 
consistent!¥ yield isospin degeneracy, certain. general features of 

0 published potential spectra are nevertheless shared by the p1.ttern in 

...() Fig. 1. 

-~r The mos~ characteristic feature of our proposal is the idea of 

approximate but systematic isospin degeneracy. Identification of 

5 1 {1255) as the ground state of baryonium is an intriguing possibili'tu 

but not essential; the sequence of physical states on the second 

natural-p1.rity trajectory might well begin at J = 1. It would be 

artificial, on the other hand, for a planar baryonilim spectrum not to 

extend well below the NN threshold. 

* 
In order to produce I = 2 states, channels such as N:Z:. and ii& 

must be included. 
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The author is indebted to oia.ny colleagues in connection .with 

this . p1.per. Theoretical enlightenment has been provided by 

C. Rosenzweig, M. Jacob, T. Ericson, F. Myhrer and A. W. Thomas. 

Help in understanding the experimental picture bas been given by L. 

Montanet, P. Sonderegger, and R. Tripp, and the opportunity to see a 

prepublication copy of the review p1.per by E. Eisenbandler has been 

invaluable. Hospitality from A. Morel at Saclay and D. Ama.ti at CERN 

is most· gratefully acknowledged, as is that of G. Ekspong in Stockholm. 

An invitation from Professor Ekspong to attend the July, 1976 

stockholm meeting on NN interactions forced the author to think in 

detail about the baryonium spectrum. 
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FIGURE CAPI'ION 

Fig. l. The proposed two leading natural-JBrity ba.ryonium trajectories. 
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